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Hadoop Administration : Apache Ambari Interview Questions 2018-04 hadoop admin apache ambari
interview questions which include the 118 questions in total and it will prepare you for the
hadoop administration it is not necessary this all questions would be asked during the
interview process but hadoopexam tries to cover all possible concepts which needs to learn for
knowing the apache ambari hadoop cluster management tool these questions and answer would be
helpful to understand the various components operations monitoring and administering the
hadoop cluster for sure the benefit of question and answer format is that it would allow you
to understand the thing in depth and you can get the better insight on the subject this book
was created by the engineering team of hadoopexam which has in depth knowledge about the
hadoop cluster administration and created handson hadoop administration training the team
target is to make you learn the subject as in depth as possible with the minimum effort hence
we have material in question answers format on demand video trainings e books projects and poc
etc we are delighted when learners come and give the feedback about our material and become
repeat subscriber because they regularly get new material as well as updated material again
all the best and please provide the feedback on the admin hadoopexam com or hadoopexam gmail
com wherever possible we are trying to help you in your career
Hadoop Administrator Interview Questions 2019-04-07 cloudera enterprise is one of the fastest
growing platforms for the bigdata computing world which accommodate various open source tools
like cdh hive impala hbase and many more as well as licensed products like cloudera manager
and cloudera navigator there are various organization who had already deployed the cloudera
enterprise solution in the production env and running millions of queries and data processing
on daily basis cloudera enterprise is such a vast and managed platform that as individual
cannot manage the entire cluster even single administrator cannot have entire cluster
knowledge that s the reason there is a huge demand for the cloudera administrator in the
market specially in the north america canada france uae germany india etc many international
investment and retail bank already installed the cloudera enterprise in the production
environment healthcare and retail e commerce industry which has huge volume of data generated
on daily basis do not have a choice and they have to have hadoop based platform deployed
cloudera enterprise is the pioneer and not any other company is close to the cloudera for the
hadoop solution and demand for cloudera certified hadoop administrators are high in demand
that s the reason hadoopexam is launching hadoop administrator interview preparation material
which is specially designed for the cloudera enterprise product you have to go through all the
questions mentioned in this book before your real interview this book certainly helpful for
your real interview however does not guarantee that you will clear that interview or not in
this book we have covered various terminology concepts architectural perspective impala hive
cloudera manager cloudera navigator and some part of cloudera altus we will be continuously
upgrading this book so you can get the access to most recent material please keep in mind this
book is written mainly for the cloudera enterprise hadoop administrator and it may be helpful
if you are working on any other hadoop solution provider as well
Spark 2. 0 Interview Questions 2018-03-08 this book is published by hadoopexam com hadoopexam
learning resources where you can find material and training s for preparing for big data cloud
computing analytics data science and popular programming language this book will contain 130
frequent interview questions for spark 2 0 framework which also covers the yarn framework
spark streaming core spark and sparksql pyspark these questions will not only help you in
clearing interview process but also you can understand various underline concepts which spark
engine uses internally also it is recommended that you go through the spark hands on training
provided by hadoopexam in training we have created concepts as well as practicals by creating
simple and complex problems with the use of spark framework api while publishing this book
there are 32 modules available which are in line with spark technology to be used on hadoop
framework as you know spark is one the most popular computing framework used and very well
integrate with the hadoop framework you can see previously professionals were using mapreduce
framework as a computing engine but since spark developed it is almost replaced by spark
engine because spark can give you rich api as well as it do most of the time data processing
by having data in memory having data in memory can save lot of disk i o and drastically
improve the performanced of submitted application if you see now a days iot and machine
learning are catching up and most of the professional started using higher level api created
using spark framework like mlib graphx etc spark technology is now a days an exclusive skill
which most of developer want to learn so to fulfill this need hadoopexam com has many learning
resources for learning spark and doing certifications currently we have following products
available to make you master in apache framework visit hadoopexam com for more detail 1 apache
spark professional training with hands on lab sessions 2 oreilly databricks apache spark
developer certification simulator3 hortonworks spark developer certification 4 cloudera cca175
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hadoop and spark developer certification 5 mapr spark certification preparation materialthis
book has collection of questions which are usually asked by the interviewer while filtering
the candidates who had really worked on spark framework which is well integrated with the
hadoop framework
SAS Base Interview Questions 2018-09-02 sas is one of the fastest growing and matured software
solutions for the analytics worlds and recent development in the machine learning and
artificial intelligence made this sas software even more useful and well integrated with
bigdata computing world it has its own programming languages which is popularly known as base
sas and if you want to learn and become expert for the sas then you must learn this sas base
programing in this book we are covering around 165 sas base interview questions and answers
which are popularly asked in the interview and must aware all this concept covered in this
book we are not covering advanced concepts like machine learning data science artificial
intelligence big data etc there would be separate book launched for the same this book also
helps for the learners who are preparing for the sas certification like a00 215 a00 231 a00
232 global sas certification which include both multiple choice as well as project based
questions and answers however for complete questions and answer please visit our website and
you can get the same questions and answer in video cum audio book you must go through this
question and answer before your real sas interview questions and keep this book handy if you
are working or plan to work in the sas world on regular basis we would be updating this book
based on the learners feedback and more interview questions would be added hence it is always
recommended that you have access to the latest edition of the book
Hadoop Interview Questions 2022-10-14 hadoopexam learning resources hadoopexam com provides
many learning resources for hadoop bigdata data science and analytics certifications as well
as technical books we have following training s and books 1 hadoop professional training with
hands on sessions 2 apache spark professional training with hands on sessions 3 apache pig
professional training and books 4 apache hive professional training 5 apache hbase training
and book
Guide for Databricks® Spark Scala CRT020 Certification apache spark is one of the fastest
growing technology in bigdata computing world it supports multiple programming languages like
java scala python and r hence many existing and new framework started to integrate spark
platform as well in their platform e g hadoop cassandra emr etc while creating spark
certification material hadoopexam technical team found that there is no proper material and
book is available for the spark version 2 x which covers the concepts as well as use of
various features and found difficulty in creating the material therefore they decided to
create full length book for spark databricks crt020 spark scala python or pyspark
certification and outcome of that is this book in this book technical team try to cover both
fundamental concepts of spark 2 x topics which are part of the certification syllabus as well
as add as many exercises as possible and in current version we have around 46 hands on
exercises added which you can execute on the databricks community edition because each of this
exercises tested on that platform as well as this book is focused on the scala version of the
certification hence all the exercises and their solution provided in the scala we have divided
the entire book in the 13 chapters as you move ahead chapter by chapter you would be
comfortable with the databricks spark scala certification crt020 all the exercises given in
this book are written using scala however concepts remain same even if you are using different
programming language
HDPSCD-Hortonworks® Spark Scala Certification Guide apache spark is one of the fastest growing
technology in bigdata computing world it supports multiple programming languages like java
scala python and r hence many existing and new framework started to integrate spark platform
as well in their platform e g hadoop cassandra emr etc while creating spark certification
material hadoopexam technical team found that there is no proper material and book is
available for the spark version 2 x which covers the concepts as well as use of various
features and found difficulty in creating the material therefore they decided to create full
length book for spark hdpscd spark scala certification and outcome of that is this book in
this book technical team try to cover both fundamental concepts of spark 2 x topics which are
part of the certification syllabus as well as add as many exercises as possible and in current
version we have around 10 hands on exercises added which you can execute on the hortonworks
sandbox as this book is focused on the scala version of the certification hence all the
exercises and their solution provided in the scala we have divided the entire book in the 7
chapters as you move ahead chapter by chapter you would be comfortable with the hdpscd spark
scala certification all the exercises given in this book are written using scala however
concepts remain same even if you are using different programming language
DataBricks® PySpark 2.x Certification Practice Questions this book contains the questions
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answers and some faq about the databricks spark certification for version 2 x which is the
latest release from apache spark in this book we will be having in total 75 practice questions
almost all required question would have in detail explanation to the questions and answers
wherever required don t consider this book as a guide it is more of question and answer
practice book this book also give some references as well like how to prepare further to
ensure that you clear the certification exam this book will particularly focus on the python
version of the certification preparation material please note these are practice questions and
not dumps hence just memorizing the question and answers will not help in the real exam you
need to understand the concepts in detail as well as you should be able to solve the
programming questions at the end in real worlds work you should be able to write code using
pyspark whether you are data engineer data analytics engineer data scientists or programmer
hence take the opportunity to learn each question and also go through the explanation of the
questions
NiFi Fundamentals & Cookbook this book is published by hadoopexam com hadoopexam learning
resources where you can find material and training s for preparing for bigdata cloud computing
analytics data science and popular programming language this book will contain 14 chapters to
cover nifi concepts and providing 9 use cases so that you can understand the various fine
grain detail about apache nifi also it is recommended that you go through the nifi hands on
training provided by hadoopexam in training we have created concepts as well as practicals by
creating simple and complex workflow while publishing this book there are 19 modules available
which are in line with this book as you know nifi recently become very popular to solve
bigdata iot internet of things ioat internet of anything s etc having an exclusive skill will
certainly give you edge with already lack of bigdata resources to help you hadoopexam com
brings full length hands on training and this book to understand fundamental concepts of nifi
we provide many hands on session for creating simple to complex workflow dataflow to process
the data as this is a continuously growing and fast paced technology this technology not only
helps in working bigdata but also wherever you need complex and simple dataflow engine you can
use this nifi can be integrated with existing technology e g spark hbase cassandra rdbms hdfs
and can even be customized as per your requirement so start learning nifi with hadoopexam com
premium training and book by getting subscription
Apache Cassandra Certification Practice Material : 2019 about professional certification of
apache cassandra apache cassandra is one of the most popular nosql database currently being
used by many of the organization globally in every industry like aviation finance retail
social networking etc it proves that there is quite a huge demand for certified cassandra
professionals having certification make your selection in the company make much easier this
certification is conducted by the datastax which has the enterprise version of the apache
cassandra and leader in providing support for the open source apache cassandra nosql database
cassandra is one of the unique nosql database so go for its certification it will certainly
help in getting the job increase in your salary growth in your career managing tera bytes of
data learning distributed database using cql cassandra query language cassandra certification
information number of questions 60 multiple choice time allowed in minutes 90 required passing
score 75 languages english exam objectives there are in total 5 sections and you will be asked
total 60 questions in real exam please check each section below with regards to the exam
objective 1 apache cassandra data modeling 2 fundamentals of replication and consistency 3 the
distributed and internal architecture of apache cassandra 4 installation and configuration 5
basic tooling
Spark SQL 2.x Fundamentals and Cookbook apache spark is one of the fastest growing technology
in bigdata computing world it support multiple programming languages like java scala python
and r hence many existing and new framework started to integrate spark platform as well in
their platform e g hadoop cassandra emr etc while creating spark certification material
hadoopexam technical team found that there is no proper material and book is available for the
spark sql version 2 x which covers the concepts as well as use of various features and found
difficulty in creating the material therefore they decided to create full length book for
spark sql and outcome of that is this book in this book technical team try to cover both
fundamental concepts of spark sql engine and many exercises approx 35 so that most of the
programming features can be covered there are approximately 35 exercises and total 15 chapters
which covers the programming aspects of sparksql all the exercises given in this book are
written using scala however concepts remain same even if you are using different programming
language
Learn Cryptography in Just 3 Hrs cryptography ssl tls https public key private key digital
certificates pki public key infrastructure is a very confusing subject and ideally if you are
a developer you need to know basics of its workings and this book is covering that you don t
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need to hours to understand this concept this is the book we have created for you and make
sure that your fundamental understanding of ssl tls certificate public private key pki
cryptography digital certificate all are covered in just few hours and you should not spend
many days to understand the same in fact to validate your understanding this book cover 45
interview questions if you see all the big publisher publishes books with 300 and 400 pages
which requires many days to complete a single book and most of the reader reads first 2 3
chapters of the book and leave it for many days and they start again from first chapter we don
t want you to face the similar problem just read this book in one sitting and also give you
fundamental learning in just couple of hours and spend another hour for question and answer
based learning anytime you want to revise this concepts comeback to book finish the same in
couple of hours cryptography is the study of secure communications techniques that allow only
the sender and intended recipient of a message to view its contents the term is derived from
the greek word kryptos which means hidden it is closely associated to encryption which is the
act of scrambling ordinary text into what s known as ciphertext and then back again upon
arrival in addition cryptography also covers the obfuscation of information in images using
techniques such as microdots or merging ancient egyptians were known to use these methods in
complex hieroglyphics and roman emperor julius caesar is credited with using one of the first
modern ciphers when transmitting electronic data the most common use of cryptography is to
encrypt and decrypt email and other plain text messages the simplest method uses the symmetric
or secret key system here data is encrypted using a secret key and then both the encoded
message and secret key are sent to the recipient for decryption the problem if the message is
intercepted a third party has everything they need to decrypt and read the message to address
this issue cryptologists devised the asymmetric or public key system in this case every user
has two keys one public and one private senders request the public key of their intended
recipient encrypt the message and send it along when the message arrives only the recipient s
private key will decode it meaning theft is of no use without the corresponding private key
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